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DEMONSTRATION AND MUTUAL 
EDIFICATION IN INTER-RELIGIOUS 
DIALOGUE 

Debating Intolerance 

Beneath the veneer of confidence exuded by the rhetoric of the monolithic 
Respublica Christiana, Latin Christianity after the turn of the millennium became 
increasingly anxious and insecure about its doctrines and institutions. Contact 
with non-Christian cultures, transmission of pagan classical learning, demands 
for the moral regeneration of the Church and its officers—all these develop-
ments may be viewed as contributing to a general trepidation about the foun-
dations of Christian religion. The Church reacted to such circumstances by 
closing ranks, clinging to its self-proclaimed unity, and enhancing its efforts 
to suppress and persecute its enemies (real or perceived). 

But not every medieval thinker was entirely comfortable with repression as 
a response to religious nonconformity. For some, instead, the tenets of 
Christianity, not to mention the lessons of philosophy and history, suggested 
that differences in belief ought to be addressed from the standpoint of patience 
and charity, manifested through dialogue and discussion. Thus, the very period 
in which the rise of persecution has been detected also witnessed an upsurge 
in writings that took the form of inter-religious dialogue, that is, discussion 



between persons of different faiths, sects, or both, directed toward the dis-
covery of truth or, at least, common ground. Inter-religious debates had 
debuted in the patristic era, pioneered by writers such as Minucius Felix, Justin 
Martyr, and Tertullian, and were revived during the High Middle Ages by 
Christian authors; Jews and Muslims likewise employed the format.1 Among the 
salient contributions to the medieval dialogue genre may be counted the 
Disputatio Judei et Christiani and Disputatio cum gentili (c. 1092-93) of Gilbert 
Crispin, Peter Abelard's Dialogus inter philosophum, Judaeum, et Christianum (c. 1130), and 
the Liber de gentili et tribus sapientibus (c. 1275) by Ramon Llull. In these works, 
characters representing two or more confessions discuss the relative merits of 
their beliefs and rites, either among themselves or before some appointed 
arbiter. 

Is it fair to classify these dialogues as expressions of religious toleration? It 
is certainly an overstatement to assert a necessary relation between dialogue and 
tolerance. As Gary Remer observes in his analysis of Reformation-era inter-
religious discourses, "Not all dialogues are tolerant." Nonetheless, one may 
identify a "long-standing connection" between dialogue and toleration, based on 
precepts of prudence and rhetoric as well as on logic.2 Jay Newman remarks that 
"in a pluralistic society, the main way in which people of different faiths come 
to co-operate and to be tolerant of one another is through religious dialogue."3 
The alternative, Newman notes, is the mutual suspicion and hostility 
engendered by constant monological proselytizing (or worse, overt 
violence) among diverse religious groups.4 Although Europe in the Middle 
Ages was certainly not a fully "pluralistic society" in the sense Newman means, 
we have seen that it was sufficiently diverse that open exchange of views 
afforded the opportunity to diffuse anxiety and to promote a settled spirit of 

cooperation and tolerance. 
Of course, one might wonder whether works in the medieval inter-religious 

genre deserve to be labeled "dialogues" at all. After all, they were not records 
of actual discussions, but fictive constructions by Latin Christian authors writ-
ing for an audience already sharing essentially identical religious convictions.5 

It might be thought that the dialogue format was purely heuristic; and some 
of the earliest of the medieval exponents of inter-religious dispute, such as Odo 
of Tournai,6 did use non-Christian characters simply for expository purposes. 
Yet a number of Latin writers seem to have realized that a necessary charac-
teristic of genuine dialogue is human reason, the ability to comprehend ratio-
nal proofs and also to question the adequacy of such proofs. To the extent that 
they held all human beings, regardless of their faith, to possess powers of rea-
son, instilled in them by God and nature, medieval thinkers could accept a 

rational standard of intellectual debate that did not overtly favor the author-
ity of Christianity over other religious persuasions.7 Reason afforded a clear 
alternative to intolerant oppression and violence. Indeed, a measure of toler-
ation must be assumed for any inter-religious dialogue (even an imagined one) 
to move forward: Engaging in rational comparison of divergent beliefs pre-
supposes some (minimal) respect for differences of conviction. Such a con-
nection was acknowledged by a wide range of medieval authors from the late 
eleventh century onward. 

At the same time, not all medieval inter-religious dialogues were identical in 
character and approach. Where many such writings (including the earliest of 
them) were largely didactic in nature—what may be termed a "dialogue of 
demonstration"—some of them displayed a higher degree of sensitivity to the 
complexities of debate, and thus less readiness to seek closure—which shall be 
called the "dialogue of mutual edification." The former type of dialogue 
demonstrates to readers (and to participants) the absolute and final truth of a 
single dogma. The latter sort defers the determination of such ultimate judgment 
in the name of mutual respect and openness to learning through discourse. 
Hence, the "dialogue of demonstration" is overtly concordant, in Mario 
Turchetti's sense of granting temporary forbearance in the name of establishing 
permanent unity.8 By contrast, the "dialogue of mutual edification" is more 
properly and completely tolerant, ceding to disputants an open-ended oppor-
tunity to pursue their disagreements with an extended and deepened under-
standing of their interlocutors' (and their own) convictions. The "dialogue of 
mutual edification" is thus stimulated by a "practical educational motive" iden-
tified by Newman: "By talking with men of other faiths, by being prepared to 
learn from them, we can enrich our own faith."9 

Principles of Rational Dialogue 

The medieval use of the dialogue genre as a means for developing theological 
and philosophical precepts owed a great deal to Anselm of Canterbury, who 
produced a large body of such works in the course of his long career. Anselm's 
dialogues were generally of the "master and pupil" variety and thus narrowly 
didactic in character, although one treatise that may be from his hand involves 
a debate between a Christian and a Gentile.10 Yet the operative principle 
throughout Anselm's writings is that at least some matters of Christian doc-
trine may be discussed and demonstrated rationally, that is, without direct 



dependence on either authoritative texts or inspired faith. As the Gentile in 
the Anselmian Disputatio inter Christianum et gentilem proclaims, in asking of the 
Christian why God humbled himself through the Incarnation, "I do not want 
this to be proved by the authority of your Scriptures, in which I do not believe, 
but, if this has been done rationally, I desire the reason for this event."11 The 
Christian's response is framed by this request, and the Gentile eventually sub-
mits as a "faithful disciple" based on the compelling rationality of the expla-
nations given to him.12 

The aim of demonstrating religious truth by reason alone is typical of the 
inter-religious dialogues of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Gilbert 
Crispin, a close associate and student of Anselm, emphasized the rational qual-
ity of discussion with non-Christians in both his popular dialogues. The philo-
sophically trained Gentile in the Disputatio cum gentili insists that reason must be 
the sole criterion for debate, because "truth and reason can be refuted by no 
one."13 The Christian, in his turn, agrees to the limitation to "leave out of 
account the authority of our scriptures."14 For Gilbert, the consequence of a 
rationally based dialogue is the disputants' forbearance in relation to their dif-
fering beliefs. The educated Jewish character of the Disputatio Judei et Christiani 
remarks to his interlocutor (supposedly Gilbert himself), "Since Christians 
claim that you are learned in letters and ready with the faculty of speaking, I 
should like you to deal with me in a tolerant spirit."15 Rational dialogue, it 
seems, entails a measure of decorum, a level of mutual respect among the par-
ticipants, or, as Gilbert says, "conversation in a friendly spirit."16 To proceed 
otherwise is to invite invective and the breakdown of the entire rational enter-
prise through appeal to exclusive authority and revelation. Gilbert thereby 
admits a direct link between inter-religious dialogue and tolerance. 

A similar connection is drawn more extensively in Abelard's Dialogus inter 
philosophum, Judaeum, et Christianum. The Dialogus (or Collationes, as it is titled in 
one early manuscript)17 occurs in three parts. In the opening, prefatory sec-
tion, Abelard recounts a dream in which he is visited by three wise men—a 
philosopher, a Jew, and a Christian—who agree on only one point: the exis-
tence of a single deity.18 They ask him to arbitrate their remaining differences 
of faith and way of life, a request to which he somewhat reluctantly consents. 
The second portion contains a conversation between the Jew and the philoso-
pher about Jewish teachings, and the final part recounts a discussion of the 
philosopher with the Christian. The Dialogus ends without Abelard render-
ing his judgment, and it has consequently been counted among his several 
unfinished works (a contention that is examined later). 

As with Gilbert's inter-religious dialogues, which may have provided the 
model for Abelard, the Dialogus stipulates that the discussion will be guided 

wholly by the standards of reason. The dispute between the three characters 
is motivated by the concerns of the philosopher, who regards it as his "proper 
task . . .  to search into the truth by rational means and in all things not to fol-
low the opinion of human beings but the lead of reason."19 Having first 
acquired learning in moral philosophy, he says, he undertook examination 
of "the different religious schools of thought around me into which the world 
is now divided," only to be disappointed: "I discovered the Jews to be stupid 
and the Christians insane."20 Neither confession, he repeatedly contends, adds 
anything to moral learning that cannot be discovered by rational reflection on 
natural law; and indeed both sorts of worship teach many doctrines that can-
not be demonstrated by reason, but depend on authority or pure faith. The 
philosopher in fact evinces doubt about whether either Jews or Christians have 
any rational precepts standing behind their convictions, rather than merely 
the force of uncritical tradition and the threat of persecution.21 Consequently, 
"the one who does not go beyond the common understanding of the people 
is said to be most steadfast in the faith. Surely the result of this is that no one 
is allowed to inquire into what is to be believed or to doubt what everyone 
affirms, without fear of punishment. . . . Hence, they take the greatest glory 
in their apparent belief in what can be neither expressed in words nor con-
ceived by the mind."22 The challenge posed by the Dialogus, then, is for the 
representatives of the two faiths to reveal the reasons for their teachings under 
the scrupulous questioning of the philosopher. 

Abelard recounts that his arbitration is sought to put an end to the debate, 
even though it is acknowledged that he himself is a Christian. But because any 
judge, the philosopher says, is bound to be from one of the three sects, better 
it be someone who excels "in intellectual acumen" and is renowned for "broad 
learning," as well as a person who has prevailed "under persecution" of his own 
writings.23 Abelard accepts the commission to arbitrate in part because he rec-
ognizes the free and symmetrical foundation of the discussion: "You have set 
this up by agreement and mutual consent, and I see that each of you has con-
fidence in his own powers."24 In other words, the conditions of unobstructed 
rational debate have been met: Each party may express himself openly and 
without fear, invoking only the standards of reason. Abelard also contends that 
dialogue is conducive to education: "I believe that I will learn something from 
this. In fact, as one of your own [Saint Augustine] reminds us, There is no 
teaching so false that there is not some true teaching mixed in.' And I believe 
that there is no disputation so frivolous that it does not contain some instruc-
tive lesson."25 If it is too much to detect here the spirit of John Stuart Mill's 
defense of liberty of speech, Abelard is still advocating the principle that open 
discussion is always conducive to the ongoing quest for truth. His dialogue 



is a tolerant one, inasmuch as all parties to the dispute are to be permitted the 
free expression of their views within the parameters set by a reasoned exchange 
of ideas. Even the Jew, whose teachings come under the harshest criticism, 
is presented sympathetically as one whose people has sustained itself despite 
the "great contempt and hatred" inflicted by both sects, Gentile and Christian 
alike.26 

In the next century, Ramon Llull's Liber de gentili et tribus sapientibus continued 
to subscribe to the attitude of tolerance pioneered by the dialogues of Gilbert 
and Abelard. A Spaniard who lived under the reality of convivencio among 
Christians, Jews, and Muslims, Llull's interest in inter-religious dialogue was 
more practical and realistic than was that of his Northern predecessors. (The 
work may have been composed as a teaching tool for Llull's Christian mis-
sionary school.) He announces early in the Prologue his intention to write not 
a work of "speculative science," but rather "a book for laymen," expressed "in 
plain words."27 As a result of his circumstances, moreover, Llull enjoyed greater 
familiarity with the actual teachings espoused by members of non-Christian 
sects. Consequently, the Liber more nearly reflects the complexities, socially 
and culturally as well as doctrinally, of multireligious experience. 

Llull's sensitivity is captured, most obviously, in the great lengths to which 
he goes to establish the dramatic setting of the dialogue. The main discussion 
of the Liber arises from the convergence of two narratives. First, he recounts 
the tale of "a Gentile, very learned in philosophy, who began to worry about 
old age, death, and the joys of this world," and who became so agitated about 
his situation that he resolved to leave his homeland and travel abroad to find 
answers to his unsolved questions.28 By coincidence, three wise men—a Jew, 
a Christian, and a Saracen—were setting off from their city along the same 
route as the Gentile. These three were clearly acquainted, for, Llull tells us, 
"When they were outside the city and saw each other, they approached and 
greeted one another in friendly fashion, and they accompanied one another, 
each inquiring about the other's health and what he intended to do."29 Llull 
thereby establishes at once the tone of mutual respect and decorum for which 
the Liber has become known: Although members of competing faiths, the wise 
men conduct themselves in a dignified and convivial manner. 

Initially, the three wise men encounter a lady, named Intelligence, who 
explains to them the principles of Llull's famous "Art," that is, his "new method 
and new reasons" of scientific demonstration.30 The details of this Art need 
not detain us here; it forms the basis of the so-called Llullism that was to be 
expounded (and condemned) by later generations of medieval philosophers 
and theologians.31 The lady Intelligence explains the operation of the Art in 

what Llull evidently intends to be exoteric terms, by reference to a metaphor 
of five trees, each of which represents one category of analysis.32 After 
Intelligence departs, the wise men express awe and admiration for her sys-
tem of rational demonstration, which they realize affords the opportunity to 
achieve some concordance on those points of religious dispute that have long 
separated them. One of the wise men remarks, "Since we cannot agree by 
means of authorities, let us try to come to some agreement by means of 
demonstrative and necessary reasons."33 As they prepare to discuss their dif-
ferences, however, they are immediately interrupted by the wandering and 
despondent Gentile, whom they greet in a friendly manner, and who conse-
quently unburdens his woes before them.34 Having discovered that the 
philosopher is completely innocent of revealed religion, the wise men concur 
that they must teach him what they know of God and His saving powers to 
rescue him from his misery. They resolve to do so by employing "the method 
shown us by the Lady of Intelligence [sic]," that is, by rational Art.35 

In the first book, the three wise men defend the basic principles of 
monotheistic religion and the afterlife shared in common by Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam, in contrast to Abelard's Dialogus, where the existence 
of one deity is taken for granted by all the interlocutors. As they enlighten the 
Gentile, the wise men's speeches are presented interchangeably, with no ref-
erence to the identity of the speaker. Indeed, they discourse with such una-
nimity that the Gentile has no idea that they subscribe to differing confessions: 
"'What!' cried the Gentile, 'Are the three of you not of a single religion and 
belief?' 'No,' replied the wise men, 'we differ as to belief and religion, for one 
of us is a Jew, the other a Christian, and the other a Saracen.' 'And which of 
you,' asked the Gentile, 'has the better religion, and which of these religions 
is true?'"36 The three wise men immediately begin bickering about the supe-
riority of their respective convictions, leading the Gentile back into his pit of 
despair. Finally, the Gentile induces them to "debate before him and . . . each 
give his arguments as best he could, so that he could see which of them was 
on the path to salvation."37 The ensuing discussion, which takes up the remaining 
three books of the Liber, is consciously and carefully structured according 
to rules that all freely accept in advance: The dialogue will proceed 
according to the method of the Art; none of the speakers will "contradict the 
other while he was presenting his arguments"; and the Gentile himself will 
serve as questioner of the representatives of each faith.38 The second book 
contains a defense of Judaism; the third, Christian apologetic; and the fourth, a 
polemic on behalf of Islam—the order of presentation determined solely by 
reference to the antiquity of the religion under scrutiny. 



The decorum of rational dialogue is enforced throughout the Liber. When, 
at the beginning of Book 4, the Christian becomes upset with the Muslim's 
denial of the Trinity and attempts to interrupt, "the Gentile said it was not his 
turn to speak, and that he himself would answer the Saracen."39 Moreover, Llull 
demonstrates noteworthy sympathy for the doctrines of the non-Christian 
sects. Like Abelard, he is eloquent about the sufferings inflicted on the Jews 
by their Christian and Islamic masters,-40 and he provides a balanced account 
of the Muslim's sensualistic conception of Paradise.41 In sum, the tolerant tone 
of rational dialogue evident in Lull's twelfth-century predecessors is maintained 
and advanced in the Liber. Llull evidently believed that rigorous adherence 
to his Art alone would be sufficient to produce a satisfactory result. 

From Demonstration to Mutual Edification 

It may plausibly be objected that there is nothing about the rational inter-reli-
gious dialogues of the Middle Ages that is truly tolerant at all, in the sense 
of extending permanent and inviolable protection to those who dissent from 
ultimate religious (Christian) truth. Rather, the inter-religious writings that we 
have surveyed might seem to be better described as "concordant" in Turchetti s 
aforementioned sense. Thus, Gilbert Crispins dialogues end in much the same 
manner as the Anselmian Disputatio, with the demonstration of the absolute 
validity of Christian belief over Judaism and natural religion: The Jew and the 
Gentile are silenced. Near the end of the Disputatio cum gentili, in particular, the 
Gentile is replaced by a character identified as a "disciple"; the dialogue reverts 
to a more traditional "master and pupil" format.42 Likewise, Abelards express 
purpose in the Dialogus is to reach some final judgment about which of the 
three convictions represented is true.43 As the philosopher remarks, "We are 
conferring together in the search for truth."44 Even Llull prefaces the Liber by 
stating as its goal that "those in error might be shown the path to glory with-
out end and the means of avoiding infinite suffering."45 The desire for unity is 
confirmed by the wise men themselves: "What a great good fortune it be if. . .  
we could all—every person on earth—be under one religion and belief, so that 
there would be no more rancor or ill will among people, who hate each other 
because of diversity and contrariness of beliefs and sects."46 None of these 
inter-religious debates, then, seems to conceive of tolerance as much more 
than a practical measure, a grant to be withdrawn when truth shines forth as 
the result of rational dialogue. 

Certainly, this charge has merit in the case of the earliest texts we have 
examined: Little in Gilbert's writings suggests that toleration is anything more 
than an expedient to facilitate the process of rational demonstration and, it 
is hoped, conversion. The Christian faith is shown to be unquestionably supe-
rior to its competitors. In the instances of Abelard and Llull, however, there is 
reason to suppose that a different and subtler model of dialogue—a discourse 
concerned with edification rather than merely demonstration—is being 
employed. With Abelard and especially Llull, we encounter recognition that 
the truth or falsity of a confession is not easily established, so that dialogue is 
better conceived of as an open-ended process, the purpose of which is the 
instruction of the participants (and implicitly the audience). 

In Abelards Dialogus, the evidence for this edificatory approach to dialogue 
is partial and tentative. He gives us a glimpse of his intentions in a personal 
aside that occurs after the first discussion between the philosopher and the 
Jew, but before the discourse of the Christian with the philosopher. Having 
been asked to render his decision about the merits of the Jews position in com-
parison to the philosopher's, the judge (Abelard himself) replies: "I, however, 
more desirous of learning than of judging, answer that I first wish to hear the 
arguments of all so that the wiser I become by listening, the more discern-
ing will I be in judging. . . . All unanimously agreed to this, inflamed with 
the same desire to learn."47 The clear message is that wise judgment depends 
on full knowledge of the issues to be arbitrated, and thus that the preemp-
tive closure of discussion impedes education. Abelard regards the very purpose 
of the debate as instructional, both for himself and for the interlocutors. 
Judgment is therefore deferred and is, of course, never rendered at the end 
of the Dialogus. 

Scholars have generally assumed that the latter feature of Abelard's treatise 
is simply the result of his failure to complete the work.48 Certainly, the Dialogus 
does break off rather abruptly, and there is no evidence in any of the extant 
manuscripts that further passages are missing. Constant Mews has, however, 
lately argued that a number of grounds exist for the alternative view that 
Abelard's text is indeed complete as he conceived it: 'The lack of a firm con-
clusion to this treatise is not an accident due to external circumstances beyond 
Abelard's control, but a characteristic of his thought."49 On Mews's account, 
Abelard provided no final judgment because, given his philosophy of language 
and of mind, matters of doctrine were not susceptible to ready settlement. 
Rather, in a sense, Abelard defers his own judgment so that readers may make 
an independent determination. In this connection, Mews assimilates the rhetor-
ical technique of the Dialogus to that of Sic et Non, a work that contains con- 



tradictory and unreconciled statements by major Church Fathers about the 
divinity of Christ. Abelard explains in the Preface to Sic et Non that only by 
"persistent and frequent questioning" is it possible to understand these con-
flicting statements and hence to achieve wisdom.50 Abelard himself, however, 
provides only the riddles, not the solutions. Therefore, Mews argues, 'The Sic 
et Non is like the Dialogus in being an invitation to thought. . . . Judgement on 
the questions under debate is left to the reader, rather than imposed by Abelard 
himself."51 

If Mews is correct about the completed state of the Dialogus, then Abelard 
has taken a considerable step toward transforming the inter-religious dialogue 
from a polemical to an edificatory tool. This fact has profound significance, 
in turn, for tolerance: Without denying that ultimate truth may be attained, 
Abelard in effect renders concordance problematic inasmuch as he postpones 
judgment because of the uncertainties and obscurities of doctrine (as well as 
the infirmities of human mental faculties). We must take seriously Abelard's 
claim that the value of dialogue is "learning." We discover the range of human 
beliefs, and their basis in reason, and thereby sharpen our ability to discrim-
inate falsehoods and insupportable superstitions. We do not, however, estab-
lish truth, except perhaps provisionally, on condition that our understanding 
may be further deepened and transformed by additional debate and inquiry. 
The deferral of final judgment consequently implies the necessity of continu-
ing toleration of questioning and dissent. 

The model of dialogue as mutual edification is far more completely and 
elaborately developed in Llull's Liber. As in the case of Abelard's Dialogus, dis-
cernment of the validity of competing confessions is the stated purpose of the 
work. Yet the role of judge is played not by a potentially interested party (the 
Christian Abelard), but by the neutral Gentile, who has only the purest of 
motives in choosing the true faith. More significantly, the Epilogue to the Liber, 
in which final judgment is to be proclaimed, is filled with intriguing ambi-
guity. Having listened closely to the respective discourses of the Jew, the 
Christian, and the Muslim and having understood each of their teachings so 
precisely that they praise him, the Gentile has clearly come to his final deci-
sion. He offers to his new God a lengthy prayer, which still contains no clue 
as to his determination because it is couched in the terms of Lull's rational 
method of the Art.52 He is about to proclaim his choice, when he is interrupted 
by the distant sighting of two compatriots whom he recognizes and in front 
of whom he wishes to declare his new faith. The three wise men, however, 
decline to remain and, in a surprise ending unprecedented in inter-religious 
dialogue, take their leave before judgment is rendered. 

The Gentile asked them in astonishment why they did not wait to hear 
which religion he would choose in preference to the others. The three 
wise men answered, saying that, in order for each to be free to choose 
his own religion, they preferred not knowing which religion he would 
choose. "And all the more so since this is a question we could discuss 
amongst ourselves to see, by force of reason and by means of our intel-
lects, which religion it must be that you will choose. And if, in front 
of us, you state which religion it is that you prefer, then we would not 
have such a good subject of discussion nor such satisfaction in dis-
covering the truth."53 

The decision remains unstated, and readers never discover the confession to 
which the Gentile converts. Just as remarkable is the rationale given by the 
three wise men for wishing to remain in ignorance. First, they assert something 
that sounds very close to a principle of liberty of conscience: All people must 
be free to choose their religion for themselves. The principle is left 
ungrounded, but it may contain echoes of the traditional Christian view that 
genuine consent, not external compulsion or force, must dictate one's con-
victions. Moreover, the wise men appeal to the ongoing nature of their own 
discussions as reason to depart without hearing the Gentiles decision. They 
express a wish to pursue the debate among themselves, unencumbered by prior 
knowledge of his choice, which would only tip the scales in one or another 
direction. In sum, they recognize that the choice of the true religion is a com-
plex process, even after all that has been said to the Gentile on behalf of their 
respective faiths. 

Nor does the Liber close with the departure of the three wise men from the 
company of the Gentile. Rather, Llull recounts their talk on the way back to 
the city. They again bemoan the harm that comes from inter-religious strife 
and agree on the desirability of achieving concordance.54 The wise men ascribe 
the diversity of confessions to earthly causes, such as the deference human 
beings pay to "the faith in which they found themselves, and in which they 
were raised by their parents and ancestors," as well as to their love "of tem-
poral possessions."55 As the three enter the city gates, they apologize to one 
another for whatever insult or slight each might have given to the religion 
of his companions. Then, most intriguingly of all, they agree to perpetual con-
tinuation of their dialogue. "When they were about to part, one wise man said: 
'Do you think we have nothing to gain from what happened to us in the for-
est? Would you like to meet once a day and . . . discuss according to the man-
ner the Lady of Intelligence showed us, and have our discussions until all three 



of us have only one faith, one religion, and until we can find some way to 
honor and serve one another, so that we can be in agreement?'"56 The dialogue 
closes with a consensus on this proposal, assigning "a time and place for their 
discussions, as well as how they should honor and serve one another, and how 
they should dispute. . . . Each of the three wise men went home and remained 
faithful to his promise."57 The latter words are the final ones of Llull's narra-
tive, to which is appended only a short coda in which the author expresses 
hope that he has adequately illuminated a rational method "for entering into 
union with and getting to know strangers and friends."58 

Although Llull's Liber never surrenders the conviction that religious truth 
exists and unity of faith remains possible (indeed, desirable), it can hardly be 
construed as a work of concordance. His message, instead, is that agreement 
cannot be forced and must be postponed (to a seemingly indefinite future) 
while rational discussion and comparison of various creeds continue. The three 
wise men are not presented simply as missionaries full of conversional zeal. 
They recognize that, even with the possession of a commonly accepted ratio-
nal method, the discovery of the truth is a process shrouded in difficulty and 
uncertainty. No one should give up the quest for truth on account of these 
obstacles, but Llull offers no guarantees that even the wisest of persons will be 
able to attain it absolutely to the point that he may convince others without 
dissent. Toleration must be the norm, because a tolerant attitude forms the 
inescapable condition for the ongoing, open-ended, and free dialogue that 
alone holds the potential for universal religious harmony. Mutual edification 
may remain a means to the end of concord, but the potential for reaching that 
end is so deferred by Llull that dialogue comes to be virtually a goal in itself, 
a worthy alternative to the hostility and misery that inter-religious conflict 
generates. 

on the dialogical enterprise. By contrast, the medieval inter-religious dialogues 
of mutual edification composed by Christians seem more sanguine about the 
value of continued discussion and more inclined to accept the open-ended 
nature of the debate. Granted that the many inter-religious dialogues were 
largely hypothetical and didactic, their authors nonetheless subscribed to an 
ideal of rational discussion that stands at a distance from the commonplace 
conception of monolithic medieval Christianity. They promoted a spirit of 
tolerance that enabled some authors (quite possibly Abelard and certainly 
Llull) to raise rational debate among competing religions to a high level of 
openness. 

Hence, as a philosophical and literary genre, medieval inter-religious writ-
ing seems to meet the conditions of genuinely tolerant dialogue, understood 
from the perspective of education rather than conversion. As Newman 
explains, "Religious dialogue, or any other form of dialogue, requiring as it 
does a talking between rather than a talking at, requires that those who enter into it 
be full-fledged, sincere listeners, as well as full-fledged, sincere speakers, that 
they be prepared to learn as well as to teach. In effect, it requires that one 
respect the integrity and rationality of one's partner in discussion."62 Although 
Newman plausibly shows that not all medieval conceptions of interfaith com-
munication met this standard (Aquinas, for example, holds fast to a "conver-
sionist" idea63), the works of Abelard and Llull seem congenial to this 
educational goal. Nor ought it to be objected that the open-ended quality 
of their dialogues conveys a covert message: namely, to teach the impossi-
bility of achieving any rational agreement whatsoever. Both Abelard and Llull 
explicitly upheld the possibility of reaching agreement about the truths of faith 
through reason alone. Rather, the doubts they expressed were about the ease 
of such consensus, because of the complexities of the subject matter as well as 
the frailties of human mental faculties. It is this humility in the presence of 
diverse and well thought-out faiths that forms the cornerstone of truly toler-
ant dialogue during the Latin Middle Ages. 

Conclusion 

In what was perhaps the most tolerant inter-religious dialogue of the Reforma-
tion era, Jean Bodin's Colloquium, the various characters, having praised and 
debated their own disparate convictions, resolve never again to discuss the 
matter among one another.59 Whether this signifies Bodin's belief that religious 
issues are inherently resistant to rational scrutiny (as some scholars suggest60), 
or that each of the adherents has come to an improved understanding of his 
own and his fellows' faith (as others contend61), the Colloquium still sets limits 



4 

NEGOTIATING THE TOLERANT SOCIETY 

The Travail of William of Rubruck 

Encountering Tolerant Practice 

The inter-religious dialogues of the High Middle Ages, even those that cham-
pion toleration as a direct offshoot of open discourse, may seem susceptible 
to the accusation that they are "merely theoretical." In other words, a number 
of preconditions for successful tolerant discussion are simply taken for granted 
as unproblematic, in particular, assumptions about the willingness and capac-
ity of the parties to enter into rational dialogue as well as the practical via-
bility of achieving mutual understanding among participants. In the works 
of Abelard and Llull, it was accepted as axiomatic that men of strong faith 
would nevertheless agree to enter into reasoned debate with one another and 
would subscribe to identical standards of rational argumentation. Moreover, 
it apparently did not occur to Latin medieval thinkers that the intellectual and 
linguistic matrix of Christianity was in any way short of universal: The Jew, 
the Muslim, and the Gentile are all made to speak (literally as well as figura-
tively) in the language of the Roman Church. Perhaps such limitations were 
unavoidable, and they surely do not detract from the aspirations of Abelard 
and Llull to realize more tolerant and less fractious forms of religious contact. 
Yet the medieval theorists of inter-religious dialogue do seem susceptible to 



a potentially damaging charge of extreme naivete, the direct consequence of 
which is to undermine the viability of the ideal of greater tolerance based on 
continuing open discussion. 

Regardless of the validity of these objections to the cases of intellectuals 
such as Abelard and Llull, however, there is significant evidence that the pur-
suit of inter-religious dialogue was not an entirely theoretical exercise. Beyond 
the well-known examples of convivencia in Spain and of commercial contact 
between Christians and Muslims in the Middle East,1 the Middle Ages wit-
nessed numerous missions by Christian emissaries into the terra incognita of 
Central Asia, especially to courts of various rulers of the Mongols (usually and 
erroneously called the Tartars by medieval Europeans).2 When armed bands 
of Mongols first appeared at and began to menace the eastern borders of 
Christian Europe around 1222, virtually nothing was known in the West about 
their culture, beliefs, or social organization.3 A series of expeditions during the 
mid-thirteenth century, generally conducted by Franciscans, sought to rectify 
this ignorance.4 

As near as may be determined, the success of these missions (when their 
contingent returned at all) was gauged primarily in terms of military recon-
naissance. The report of John of Piano Carpini, who was dispatched by Pope 
Innocent IV in 1245, is heavily slanted toward intelligence about the Mongol 
army's conquests, tactics, and plans for the future. John warns of a power bent 
on establishing global hegemony and advises the creation of a pan-European 
strike force "to fight against the Tartars before they begin to spread over the 
land, for once they begin to be scattered throughout a country it is impossi-
ble for anyone to give effective help to another."5 John's History of the Mongols, 
which was perhaps the most widely circulated account in Latin Christendom, 
thus served to reinforce the fearful tales and rumors that had already spread 
through Europe about the extent of the Mongol threat.6 

By contrast, the travel narrative of another Franciscan, William of Rubruck, 
who was sent eastward by French King Louis IX in 1153 on a journey that even-
tually lasted two years, paints a less horrific, and altogether more intimate, 
portrait of the Mongols. The report of this trip, known by the title The Journey 
of William of Rubruck, runs to roughly twice the length of John's text; it sketches 
not only the qualities of Mongol society and everyday life, but also recounts 
in detail the movements and activities of the author and his companions 
(another friar and two servants) as they trek from the court of one Mongol 
ruler to another, starting in Western Asia with Sartak and Batu and traveling 
finally to the stronghold of the reigning Great Chan, Mangu. Unlike John, 
William enjoyed considerable overseas experience with Louis IX's entourage in 

the Middle East, and he has been justly praised for his lucid and precise 
descriptions of the persons and events he witnessed. Indeed, the letter in which 
he narrates to Louis the course of his expedition has most often been cited by 
scholars either for its factual information about the Mongols and their empire 
or as a source for Western attitudes about the East.7 

Acknowledging these dimensions of William's letter should not, however, 
deter us from the recognition of what is perhaps its most unique feature: its 
documentation of its authors intensely personal struggle between his own zeal 
to spread the word of Latin Christian doctrine and his efforts to accommodate 
himself to the multireligious (and multicultural) world into which he has been 
sent. As William constantly reminds those whom he meets on his journey, his 
authority is confined to spiritual matters: Louis has dispatched him as a mis-
sionary, seeking the salvation of souls, not as an ambassador or emissary.8 The 
distinction is an important one, for it means both that he is accorded less 
respect by his hosts and also that he is perceived by them as less of a threat. 
Mindful of his charge, William looks often for opportunities to preach and dis-
course publicly on Roman Christianity, yet he is persistently thwarted—not 
by persecution or suppression, but by linguistic and cultural difference as well 
as by the need to compromise in a world that is not so much aggressively hos-
tile as indifferent to his message. In a sense, William's narrative reveals many 
of the practical impediments to realizing inter-religious dialogue while sug-
gesting a strategy for negotiating a path through a society untroubled by the 
presence of religious diversity. His letter, however unwittingly, illustrates how 
a devout medieval Christian might learn, in the face of circumstance, to con-
duct himself with a measure of tolerance, without surrendering his certainty 
about the ultimate rectitude of his own convictions. 

Conditions of Religious Toleration 

From nearly the beginning of his letter, William of Rubruck registers a sense 
of awe at the society and culture of the Mongols. His mission had seemed sim-
ple enough. Louis sent him to establish the veracity of a rumor widespread 
in the Middle East: namely, that the future Chan Sartak, the son of the pre-
sent Chan Batu, had converted to Christianity. Matters become complicated 
by Sartak's forceful insistence that William continue his journey along to the 
court of Batu; and Batu in turn passes him on to Mangu, the Great Chan, at 
whose court he remains for upward of five months. Thus, psychologically as 



well as geographically, William is drawn into the heart of the Mongol empire 
and, although he is not generally prone to overstatement, he twice describes 
his encounter as an experience completely without parallel: "When 1 came 
among them [the Mongols] I felt as if I were entering some other world."9 

What accounts for William's amazement? Certainly, some of it must be 
attributed to the strangeness of Mongol customs, habits, and rituals in matters 
of domicile, adornment, economy, and nourishment, all of which he records.10 

But the feature of the Mongols' way of life to which William's narrative returns 
most frequently is the cosmopolitan quality of the territory under their com-
mand. By the mid-thirteenth century, Mongol armies had conquered vast 
regions of Asia, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. What William notices, 
however, is not so much military strength as the bewildering array of ethnic, 
racial, and cultural groups who live in relative peace and harmony under 
Mongol rule. William even meets European Christians (captured during for-
ays into Hungary) from Germany, England, and France.11 

Perhaps most strikingly, the Mongols control their vast empire without any 
attempt to impose religious uniformity on subject peoples. Rather, William 
observes that members of virtually every religious group known to the 
Mediterranean and Eurasian worlds—he mentions Christians (Nestorians, 
Armenians, Russians, Alans, and Georgians as well as Romans) and non-
Christians (Muslims ["Saracens"], Uigurs, and "pagans" of many varieties) 
alike—may be found in territories under Mongol domination.12 In some 
instances, these groups are separated geographically, permitted to practice 
their pre-existing confessions and rites as long as they submit to the politi-
cal terms imposed by the Mongols.13 In most of the cases noted by William, 
however, adherents to many faiths live side by side with what appears to be 
a minimum of inter-religious conflict.14 In the Mongol settlement of 
Caracorum, for example, "there are twelve idol temples belonging to the dif-
ferent peoples, two mosques in which the religion of Mahomet is proclaimed, 
and one Christian church at the far end of the town."15 All faiths engage in 
their rites openly and without any evident regulation. 

This is not to suggest that the rulers of the Mongol empire were indiffer-
ent to matters of religion,- they seem closest to subscribing to some form of 
religious pluralism. On the one hand, the Mongols belong to the Uigur sect 
"in so far as they believe in only one God," although they nonetheless engage 
in idolatrous practices.16 Mongol adherence to monotheistic doctrine is 
affirmed in a profession of faith made by Mangu, the Great Chan, to William: 
'"We Mongols, he said, 'believe that there is but one God by whom we have 
life and through whom we die, and towards whom we direct our hearts."'17 Yet 

monotheism is not regarded as inconsistent with the truth of differing con-
fessions: Mangu proclaims that "just as God has given the hand several fin-
gers, so he has given mankind several paths. To you God has given the 
Scriptures.'"18 Indeed, Mangu openly embraces just such pluralism: "It was his 
custom to hold court on such days as his soothsayers prescribe feasts or the 
Nestorians on occasions pronounce holy. On days like this the first to arrive 
are the Christian clergy with their equipment, and they pray for him and bless 
his cup. As they withdraw, the Saracen priests appear and do likewise; and after 
them come the idolator priests, who do the same."19 The Mongols apparently 
saw no reason to favor one rite over any other, and their leaders were prepared 
not merely to endure but to endorse a wide range of convictions. Indeed, 
monotheism did not constitute the outer limit of Mongol tolerance, because 
many of the pagan priests who served at the court of the Great Chan seem to 
have held animistic or pantheistic beliefs.20 In sum, the Mongols, or at any rate 
members of their ruling clique, were willing and even eager to follow a policy 
of broad religious toleration, not only countenancing worship according to 
personal creed but also incorporating diverse rites into public ceremony. The 
organization of religion under the Mongols thus reflected a working model of 
the "multinational empire" regime of toleration described by some recent polit-
ical philosophers.21 

The Mongols' tolerant attitudes and practices were in many ways a source 
of frustration to William (as they no doubt were to other evangelically minded 
priests of various sects). It is not that the Mongols evinced disinterest in 
Christianity. William's letter mentions numerous occasions on which Mongols 
examined the books and raiments that he carried with him and demonstrated 
curiosity about Christian beliefs.22 But the Mongols whom William encoun-
ters show little inclination toward conversion. As he remarks after his final 
audience with the Great Chan, "If I had possessed the power to work miracles, 
as Moses did, he [Mangu] might perhaps have humbled himself."23 Indeed, 
judging by the letter to King Louis that Mangu sends with William on his 
return to the West, the religious convictions of the Mongols are almost indis-
tinguishable from their military pretensions. In the mouths of the Chans them-
selves is to be found "the order of the everlasting God"—a decree that places 
"the entire world, from the sun's rising to its setting . . .  at one in joy and in 
peace" under Mongol dominion.24 To the Mongols, then, strict adherence to 
any confession would probably appear extraneous to, if not incompatible with, 
their aspirations for global hegemony. 



Barriers to Discourse 

If William had imagined at the beginning of his expedition that there might 
be some hope of converting the elites of the Mongol empire to Roman 
Christianity, then he was soon disappointed. But it was not simply the 
ingrained Mongol policy of toleration that created an obstacle to William's 
missionary zeal. His letter reveals that a range of cultural differences (of lan-
guage and custom as well as religion) impeded the achievement of mutual 
understanding necessary for genuine dialogue, let alone conversion. William 
seems to have a dual motivation for promoting open discussion: First, he rec-
ognizes it to be a necessary precondition for spreading his message; but sec-
ond, he seeks to deepen his appreciation of the nature of the beliefs and 
practices that distinguish and separate the many sects he encounters. On both 
counts, however, he is repeatedly frustrated. 

Language is perhaps the primary barrier faced by William to entry into dia-
logue. The problem was twofold. Time and again, the sheer incompetence 
of Williams interpreter is cited by him to explain a breakdown of discussion. 
William describes the interpreter as "neither intelligent nor articulate"25 and as 
one whose own motivations are continually suspect.26 William claims that during 
his journey many chances were lost to spread Christianity at the Mongol 
encampments: "Had I been possessed of a good interpreter, this would have 
given me an opportunity of sowing much good seed."27 Likewise, when 
William attempts to instruct his guides in Christianity, "my interpreter proved 
inadequate. . . .  To speak in doctrinal terms through an interpreter like this was 
a great risk—in fact, an impossibility, for he was ignorant of them."28 So trou-
blesome is the poor interpreting that William makes it one of his main rec-
ommendations that any future missions to the Mongols "would have need of 
a good interpreter—several interpreters, in fact."29 

William's own remarks indicate that his judgment of his interpreter may 
have been unduly harsh, however, and that much of the difficulty actually 
resided with problems inherent to translating Roman Christian concepts into 
the discourse of the Mongols. The interpreter is blamed, for instance, for halt-
ing a theological dialogue into which William enters with some Uigur priests: 
"When I wanted to argue further with them, my interpreter, who was tired and 
incapable of finding the right words, made me stop talking."30 Elsewhere, 
William complains, "When I wanted to do some preaching, . . . my interpreter 
would say, 'Do not make me preach, since I do not know how to express these 
things.' He was right. Later, when I acquired some little knowledge of the lan-
guage, I noticed that when I said one thing he would say something totally 

different. After that, I realized the danger of speaking through him, and chose 
rather to say nothing."31 Where William sees his intentions foiled by a bad 
translator, however, it may be that his own doctrines simply have no discur-
sive equivalents in the language of the Mongols. Although later in his expe-
dition William undertakes to learn the language for himself (both from one of 
the wives of Mangu and from an Armenian monk who is also resident at the 
court of the Great Chan) and also discovers an interpreter who is more capa-
ble than the one assigned to him, the Franciscan is no more successful in 
spreading his message. All of this suggests that linguistic factors per se—the 
absence of a pre-existing vocabulary—should be held as responsible for 
William's failures at engendering dialogue as the quality of the interpreter. The 
interpreter is quite right to assert that he "has no words" to express the tenets 
of Roman Christian faith. Where William apparently takes for granted the 
transparency of language, he is thwarted time and again by the complexities 
of identifying (or probably creating) a coherent terminology into which his 
conceptual structure may be translated. 

The obstacles to dialogue posed by language were only reinforced by dif-
ferences of custom. Numerous people whom William meets are under the 
impression that adherence to Christianity is incompatible with their own ways 
of life, most especially in connection with the consumption of mare's milk, 
called comos, a staple of the Asian diet. One of his Mongol escorts questions 
him about this early on in the journey: "The Russian, Greek, and Alan 
Christians who live among them, and who wish strictly to observe their reli-
gion, do not drink it, and in fact once they have drunk it they no longer even 
regard themselves as Christians, their clergy reconciling them as if they had 
abjured the Christian faith."32 William and his companion can think of no 
orthodox justification for this prohibition (they themselves have already par-
taken of the drink),33 but they are regularly hounded by the supposed pro-
scription of comos and other victuals. A Muslim who expresses interest in 
converting to Christianity ultimately declines baptism on the grounds that 
"then he would not be able to drink comos: the Christians in this country 
claimed that nobody who was truly a Christian should drink it, and he could 
not survive in that wilderness without the drink. I was wholly unable to dis-
abuse him of this idea."34 Likewise, a group of Alans (described as nonschis-
matic adherents to the Greek rite) express concern to William about "whether 
they could be saved, since they were obliged to drink comos and to eat carrion 
and what had been slaughtered by Saracens and other infidels."35 Such mis-
apprehensions about the dictates of Christian belief are, as William discovers, 
difficult to eradicate, and they contribute materially to the indifference of peo- 
 
 



 
 
 
 



ples under Mongol rule toward Christianity. Much to Williams consternation, 
even discussion and reasoned explanation seem inadequate to sway individ-
uals from their preconceptions. 

Confronting Religious Division 

Obviously, a major source of these misunderstandings is the other Christian 
confessions themselves. Although William reassures the Alans that they have 
not jeopardized their salvation by consuming comos or other nourishment, a 
more fundamental problem is implicitly raised: To what extent must the 
Romans sacrifice the purity of their own rite to work together with fellow 
Christians toward the common good of the faith? How far may Latin 
Christians go in compromising their practices before they endanger orthodox 
faith? These are questions with which William constantly grapples during his 
journey. On the one hand, it is clear that he holds the practices and customs 
of Nestorians, Armenians, and other sects in contempt. The Nestorians, in par-
ticular, are excoriated by William for their complete corruption: "Even though 
they instruct them [the Mongols] in the Gospels and the Faith, nevertheless 
by their immorality and greed they rather alienate them from the Christian 
religion. For the lives of the Mongols, and even the tuins (that is, the idolators), 
are more blameless than their own."36 In a similar fashion, William expresses 
distrust of the Armenians, who so loathe the Muslims that they distort any 
teaching to serve their interests in conducting war against Islam.37 Indeed, 
throughout his letter we are confronted with detailed descriptions of the errors 
of non-Latin Christian groups. 

Yet, on the other hand, the reality is that these churches formed by far the 
largest body of Christians in Mongol society. To engage in conflict with them 
would be both imprudent (because they already enjoy legitimacy among the 
Mongols) and improper (because it risks alienating people who are baptized 
Christians). Consequently, William does his best to cooperate with all the 
Christian sects and even to avoid antagonizing non-Christians. His letter 
indeed invites us to contrast his own behavior with that of the unnamed 
Armenian monk with whom he shares living quarters during most of his stay 
at the court of the Great Chan. The monk described by William seems to rel-
ish inter-religious dispute. Even Mangu admonishes the Armenian, asking him 
"why—since he was a man whose duty it was to pray to God—he talked so 
much to men."38 As illustration of this contentiousness, William narrates that 

the monk entered into a debate with an eminent Nestorian priest over the 
Creation and introduced a decidedly Manichean element into his own account. 
When William, called on to arbitrate the dispute, gently corrected the heresy, 
the monk responded with invective and insult.39 In a separate incident, the 
monk is challenged to a religious argument by a group of Saracens and 
responds violently (threatening to strike his opponents with a whip) rather 
than "using rational arguments in his own defense." In this case, word of the 
monk's intolerant conduct is relayed to the Great Chan's court; a dismayed 
Mangu relieves the Armenian of some of his special privileges.40 Although 
William clearly regards the monk as his closest religious ally, the portrayal 
of the Armenian is hardly flattering. As William remarks, "I would show him 
the deference due to a superior, since he was familiar with the language. But 
nevertheless he used to do many things to which I objected."41 In particular, 
the behavior of the monk evidently leads William to realize that adopting an 
impatient and disputatious stance toward adherents to other sects and rites, at 
least in the context of an officially tolerant society, was unlikely to improve 
the standing of Christianity and thus was counterproductive. 

In his narrative, consequently, William represents himself as the model of 
tolerance in his dealings with other religious groups as well as with his Mongol 
hosts. His operative principle, as he explains to Mangu's chancellor, is accom-
modation within the limits permitted to a faithful Christian: "We shall do as 
your master wishes, provided that we are given no order contrary to the wor-
ship and honor of God."42 Of course, a precise dividing line between those 
acts consonant with divine command and those beyond the pale is often dif-
ficult to discern, as William himself tacitly acknowledges. The Franciscan tries 
his best to cooperate with other Christians. When he first arrives at Caracorum, 
he is summoned, along with the Armenian monk and the Nestorian priests, to 
the palace of the Great Chan. Uncertain about whether he should accede to 
the request, William remarks, "I reflected a good deal as to what I should do 
myself, whether or not to go. But since I was afraid that dissociating myself 
from the other Christians would cause a scandal, and since it was the Chan's 
will, and since I feared lest an advantage might be thwarted which I hoped 
to gain, I chose to go even though I should be observing them engaging in 
practices that were riddled with superstition and idolatry."43 William clearly 
regards his decision as a compromise, justified by what he regards as a set of 
greater goods. If he is to succeed in furthering the Christian cause in the context 
of a tolerant society, he recognizes that he must adopt an ecumenical strategy. 

A more significant dilemma arises for William in connection with the cel-
ebration of Easter. The problem is twofold. First, he is deeply concerned about 



the orthodoxy of the Nestorian priests, in whose care the Christian church 
is placed. "I was observing the way the Nestorians consecrated and was very 
much in agony as to my course: whether to receive the Sacrament at their 
hands, or to celebrate in their vestments and with their chalice and on their 
altar, or to abstain from the Sacrament altogether."44 William clearly fears that 
acceptance of the Host from the Nestorians, let alone saying Mass with the 
use of their accoutrements, would constitute a sin. A second difficulty is posed 
by the large number of Christians of various confessions resident at Caracorum, 
"none of whom had set eyes on the sacrament since their capture, as the 
Nestorians would not admit them into their church unless they were rebap-
tized. . . . These Christians and the [Armenian] monk kept asking us insistently, 
in God's name, to celebrate."45 Ultimately, William permits his doubts about 
the rectitude of saying Mass and conferring Communion to be pushed aside 
under the force of circumstance. He compels the various Christians first to 
confess and finds himself forgiving their commission of theft of food and 
clothes and of killing in battle. (Both acts are excused on grounds of necessity, 
because as prisoners of the Mongols the Christians were nearly slaves.)46 The 
Nestorians agree to lend him their own paraphernalia and a section of the 
church: "And so on Maundy Thursday I celebrated Mass . . . and likewise on 
Easter Sunday. And it was with God's blessing, I hope, that we gave the peo-
ple communion."47 The last phrase indicates that although William continued 
to have misgivings about the propriety of his decision, he recognizes that the 
spiritual good of all the Christians (few of whom subscribed to the Roman rite) 
warrants following a path potentially dangerous to his own soul and status 
as a priest in the Latin Church. William reacts with forbearance in his treat-
ment of people whom a less tolerant individual might have treated as unwor-
thy of the risk. 

Dialogue and Its Limits 

If William comes to display an ecumenical spirit toward his fellow Christians, 
he also learns important lessons about how tolerant dealings with non-
Christians may be possible. This is especially evident in a remarkable chapter 
of his letter, where he recounts the occurrence of an actual inter-religious dia-
logue held at the command of the Great Chan—a discussion that illuminates 
the practical difficulties inherent in such an exchange. Perhaps disturbed by 
the religious strife he observes, Mangu announces his desire to understand bet- 

ter the conflicting claims made by various confessions. "He sent to me his sec-
retaries, who said: 'Our master is sending us to you with this message: "Here 
you are, Christians, Saracens, and tuins, and each one of you claims that his 
religion is superior and his writings or his books contain more truth." So he 
would like you all to assemble together and hold a conference and each one 
is to put his claims in writing, to enable the Chan to learn the truth.'"48 

Although William views this as an ideal opportunity to further his evangelical 
agenda, he stipulates that the debate must take place in a framework of tol-
erance, "without bickering or recrimination," a requirement on which the Great 
Chan himself insists: "This is Mangu's decree . . . that no one shall be so bold 
as to make provocative or insulting remarks to his opponent, and that no one 
is to make any commotion that would obstruct these proceedings, on pain 
of death.'"49 Thus, the convocation is mandated to follow a principle of rational 
dialogue: Each sect must defend its beliefs according to reasoned argument and 
logic rather than invective and vituperation. 

This requirement is soon revealed to be problematic, however. As William 
realizes when he coordinates his efforts with the Nestorian Christians, many 
people of deep conviction lack a rational foundation for their faith. When 
William asks the priests how, in the midst of the debate, they would demon-
strate the existence of God to the tuins, he discovers that "the Nestorians were 
incapable of proving anything, but could only relate what the Scripture tells. 
I said: They do not believe in the Scriptures; if you tell them one story, they 
will quote you another.'"50 It is necessary, William points out, to establish a 
common ground on which to engage in inter-religious discussion, apart from 
those convictions that are not susceptible to rational support. (This is a point 
that had been established already in earlier medieval contributions to the inter-
religious dialogue genre.) Otherwise, the discourse inevitably breaks down as 
each of the participants simply reiterates the truth of his own accepted arti-
cles of faith. 

Yet even unanimity on what constitutes valid reasoning may be difficult 
to attain, depending on one's theological starting point. When the day of the 
conference arrives, there is immediately a dispute over the order of the topics 
according to which the discussion should proceed. The tuins insist on initially 
addressing the creation of the world and the immortality of the soul, "because 
they consider them more important" points, whereas William asserts that "'we 
should begin by speaking about God, for you hold a different view of Him 
from us, and Mangu wishes to learn whose belief is superior.'"51 The judges— 
three of the Great Chan's scribes, one from each of the main religious views 
represented—side with William, who proceeds to assert the unity and per- 



fection of God. The tuins, in contradiction, defend a version of polytheism, 
employing an analogy from the multiplicity of "mighty lords" on earth to a 
plurality of deities in heaven. William objects, of course, to what he regards 
as a false comparison, on the grounds that it presumes "arguing from men to 
God," rather than from the divine nature, which is higher, to earthly condi-
tions, which are inferior.52 The tuin speaker simply refuses to acknowledge that 
his statement is illogical; indeed, it is not, given his premises. Likewise, dia-
logue repeatedly grinds to a halt over the issues of the omnipotence and good-
ness of their respective deities, the tuins falling into astonished silence in 
reaction to the "erroneous and impossible" creed of the Christians.53 

Ultimately, of course, the practical limitations of rational dialogue prove 
insuperable. The Muslims simply refuse to engage in discussion at all, pre-
ferring instead to capitulate entirely ( i f  somewhat disingenuously). '"We con-
cede that your religion is true,'" they say to their Nestorian interlocutors, "'and 
that everything in the Gospel is true; and therefore we have no wish to debate 
any issue with you."'54 Still, no one becomes convinced of the rectitude of 
another's convictions: "Everybody listened without challenging a single word. 
But for all that, no one said, 'I believe, and I wish to become a Christian.'"55 

Does William mean his reader to draw the conclusion that the debate was a 
failure? Tne text offers no remark that explicitly indicates this. Rather, the dia-
logue (and the chapter) closes with raucous singing and drinking on the part 
of the participants, an indication of a measure of mutual respect and forbear-
ance even in light of deep religious division. In a sense, the postdisputation 
celebration restores the status quo of Mongol society: peaceful interaction 
among members of the various confessions. That people may argue about such 
matters, disagree, and yet finally share in expressions of conviviality suggests 
an intriguing model of tolerant dialogue quite different from that pursued by 
theorists for whom consensus was the eventual, if postponed, outcome. 

Lessons of a Tolerant Society 

Did the Great Chan in fact ever study any report of the debate whose assem-
bly he commanded? The answer must remain a matter of speculation. The day 
after the disputation, as William prepares for his return to the West, however, 
Mangu summons the Franciscan and lectures him on the contentiousness and 
hypocrisy of the Christians he observes. 

"To you God has given the Scriptures and you Christians do not 
observe them. You do not find in the Scriptures that a man ought to 
abuse another, now do you?" he said. "No," I said, "but I indicated to 
you from the outset that I had no desire to be at odds with anyone.". . . 
"I am not speaking of you," he replied. "So, then, God has given you 
the Scriptures and you do not observe them; whereas to us he has 
given soothsayers, and we do what they tell us and live in peace."56 

Whether the Great Chan has in mind the disputatious behavior of the 
Armenian monk and the Nestorian priests is uncertain, but he clearly believes 
that Christianity in practice, if not in principle, fostered turmoil. Hence, in his 
view, religious pluralism continues to be the best policy for the Mongol empire. 

Mangu does not forestall the possibility of William's returning to Mongol 
lands to minister to Roman Christians already residing there.57 Yet whatever 
hopes the Franciscan may have harbored at the outset of his journey about 
spreading Roman Christianity among the inhabitants of territory under 
Mongol control appear to have been diminished, if not dashed. Encountering 
a group of Dominicans on their way to the courts of Sartak and Mangu with 
a papal commission, William offers a discouraging assessment of the situation: 
"I told them, however, what 1 had seen and how I was being sent back. . . . 
Since their sole mission was to preach, little heed would be paid to them, espe-
cially as they had no interpreter."58 It is not, he insists, that the trip (although 
arduous) is unsafe for Christians on account of their faith. Rather, his pessimism 
seems to stem from the level of religious indifference that pervades Mongol 
society. 

Yet William's apparent despair over the magnitude of the enterprise posed 
by Christian conversion in the East reflects, perhaps somewhat ironically, his 
recognition that tolerant policies are needed in coping with the Mongol 
empire. In contrast with John of Piano Carpini, William eschews a military res-
olution to the "threat" of the Mongols. In the absence of religious fanaticism, 
he realizes, the armies of the Chans pose no direct danger to the Christian 
faith. Nor does William demonstrate any sympathy for the alleged Armenian 
plan to join with the Mongols in the destruction of the "Saracens." Rather, 
although he has confronted the many obstacles to achieving successful inter-
religious discourse, the Franciscan ultimately seems to adopt an irenic and 
patient approach to the Mongols. Because they show no direct hostility toward 
Christianity or its missionaries, William can find no grounds for opposing 
them. If preaching the Gospel alone is insufficient to ensure conversion, in 
William's view, then the appropriate response is not warfare but a redoubled 



effort to represent the real nature of the faith and its Western protectors to the 
Mongols through the appointment of an ambassador whose words will carry 
authority. In a tolerant society, he realizes, the possibility of peaceful dissem-
ination of Christian doctrine remains available. As William proclaims in his 
final interview with Mangu, "It is our desire that the world should be ruled 
over by those who would govern it most justly, in accordance with the will of 
God. It is our task to teach men how to live in accordance with God's will, and 
for that purpose we came to these parts and we should gladly have remained.'"59 

Echoing the doctrine of Pope Innocent IV on the legitimacy of infidel 
regimes,60 William in this statement embraces a principle of reciprocity: So 
long as he retains the ability to proclaim his convictions, he is prepared to 
respect a social and political order that is not officially dedicated to promul-
gating Christian beliefs. 

alternative, then, is to accept the tolerant balance achieved by the Mongol 
empire by its broad admission of all sects and creeds. If, as a Christian, one 
cannot convert the non-Christians of the East en masse, then one ought to 
embrace the opportunity to minister to the faithful and to enjoy on equal 
terms the ear of the ruler. This means, simply put, a readiness to negotiate 
the social conditions of toleration afforded by a multinational empire for an 
indefinite time. 

Conclusion 

Is William's ultimate position, then, merely pragmatic or concordant? Is he 
holding out for a day when his Roman Christian doctrines will be taken for 
a final truth in the lands subject to the Mongols? Perhaps this was his inten-
tion, but what William's letter teaches (and what he himself apparently learned) 
is that the road to such universal agreement is an arduous one, blocked by the 
diverse human cultures and languages that impede the very circulation of 
Christian doctrines. Assuredly, recognition of these obstacles to successful 
cross-cultural proselytizing has a practical component, namely, the develop-
ment of strategies for rendering Christian truths accessible to non-Western 
civilizations. But a larger theoretical issue is also embedded in the dilemmas 
posed by William's letter: What are the responsibilities of Christian Europe, 
and especially the Church, toward the infidels of the East? 

This question was widely debated in the middle of the thirteenth century, 
and William was likely to have known the basic range of opinions, at least 
in rough outline. The attitudes he expresses in the letter seem to reflect an 
implicit endorsement of Innocent IVS side in the conflict, namely, that the Latin 
Church and its members must respect the rights of infidel rulers provided that 
they do not persecute Christians or command direct violations of natural law. 
Certainly, William shows no sympathy for the position upheld by the canon 
lawyer Hostiensis: that the use of force against infidels, such as the Mongols, 
is justified, because they are in "unjust possession" of their lordship.61 The only 



6 

NATIONALITY AND THE 'VARIETY OF 
RITES' IN NICHOLAS OF CUSA 

Nationality and Difference 

Nationalism in the modern world has come to be counted among the prime 
causes of hatred, violence, and repression—a source of intolerance toward peo-
ple of differing geographic, ethnic, and religious backgrounds. Nationalistic 
fervor has so often given birth to militaristic expansionism, persecution of 
minorities, or both, that Western societies now tend to greet its expression (at 
least in more extreme forms) with suspicion. During the Middle Ages, how-
ever, nationalism had a quite different complexion. In light of the Christian 
penchant for a universal and uniform religion, culture, and society, the 
medieval idea of "nationality" posed a novel form of identity that challenged 
the self-image of the Respublica Christiana. National monarchies (and in south-
ern Europe, city-states) sought to lay claim to a rudimentary territorial sov-
ereignty, extending their legal, administrative, and ideological apparatus over 
subjects and demanding primitive expressions of loyalty. Vernacular languages 
and literatures grew in use and self-confidence, displacing the omnipresence 
of Latin in political as well as cultural affairs.1 In short, self-awareness of socio-
geographic diversity became a significant organizing principle in Europe, 
opening up new opportunities for the acceptance of human difference. 



These developments raised troubling dilemmas for the claims of Christian 
universalism. As we have seen, Christianity posited a close alignment among 
religion, culture, and politics as "universal" forms of experience. If one admit-
ted the validity of divergent forms of cultural and political life, then one also 
at least tacitly acknowledged the possibility of different confessions, associ-
ated with territorial or regional particularisms, existing in harmony with one 
another The recognition that politics and culture need not be grounded on a 
unitary foundation betokened, at minimum, the idea of a "national" church 
unbeholden to a single, supreme ecclesiastical authority, in other words, reli-
gious conviction attached to other forms of social identity. One notes precisely 
such associations at work, for instance, in the cooperation between French 
monarchs (especially Philip the Fair) and the French clergy in their opposition 
to the papacy2 By the end of the fourteenth century, the image of a "Gallican" 
Church, possessed of its own distinctive rites and traditions, had captured a 
wide audience. The convergence of nationalism and religion was to climax 150 
years later, of course, when King Henry vill of England took the step of break-
ing entirely with Roman universalism and establishing an actual national 
church.3 

Emergent nationalism also attracted the attention of medieval philosophers at 
a relatively early stage. From 1300 onward, one encounters an increasingly 
pronounced readiness among authors to endorse the natural necessity of 
regional variations in government according to the diverse propensities and 
dispositions of local populations.4 Scholastics such as John of Paris challenged 
the logic of universalism in the temporal sphere by adapting Aristotelian nat-
uralism to explain diversity in the political order. Although all human beings 
are inclined to civil life, John reasons, "they choose different types of rulers to 
oversee the well-being of their communities to correspond with the diver-
sity of these communities . . .  in respect to differences of climate and condi-
tions."5 The spiritual purposes imposed by a common religion, according to 
John, by no means "require that the faithful be united in any common state. 
There can be different ways of living and different kinds of state conform-
ing to differences in climate, language, and the conditions of men, since what is 
suitable for one nation may not be so for another."6 John in effect detaches the 
demands of Christian universalism in the spiritual sphere from any secular 
political implications, on the grounds that the arrangement of civil life is a 
natural matter that corresponds with physical and geographic differences 
between groups. This thesis gained a wide following over the course of the 
fourteenth century. Even authors such as Engelbert of Admont and Marsiglio 
of Padua, who had intellectual and polemical reasons to support the claims of 

the Holy Roman Empire, averred that distinct communities could legitimately 
authorize the political institutions most appropriate to their circumstances.7 

By the end of the century, it was a commonplace in scholastic tomes as well 
as civilian legal treatises to adopt the view that systems of government were 
flexible according to the natural diversity in the human race.8 

Implicit in the assertion of natural human difference was a measure of social 
and cultural toleration. As Kate Forhan has argued in connection with another 
early theorist of nationality, Christine de Pizan, 'The idea of nationalism can 
prepare an environment conducive to the growth of tolerance."9 Yet a fur-
ther move, from the temporal to the spiritual realm, was necessary for such 
forbearance to include issues of religion, constructing the foundations for 
"nationally" based differences of faith and rite. This shift seems to come only 
in the fifteenth century, and from a very unlikely source: the ecclesiastical 
reformer and eventual cardinal, Nicholas of Cusa. In a little treatise entitled 
De pace fidei, composed in 1453,10 Nicholas constructs a bridge from the national 
differences that were by now an accepted part of medieval thought to a diver-
sity of religious practices and forms of worship. The immediate stimulus for 
the composition of De pace Jidei was initial word of the fall of Constantinople 
together with stories of Turkish atrocities that soon spread throughout Europe. 
Nicholas had earlier served on a diplomatic mission to Constantinople and 
was clearly shocked by reports (for the most part exaggerated) of the destruc-
tion of the ancient city and its Christian inhabitants. Consequently, De pace fidei 
laments and condemns persecutions stemming from religious diversity and calls 
for a peaceful harmonization of discordant faiths, motivated by a sincere desire 
to see all the worlds peoples reconciled in amiable coexistence. Nicholas's pas-
sion for harmony does not blind him to (indeed, it encourages him to spec-
ulate on) the causes of conflict and discord. In doing so, he admits the 
intractability of political and cultural divisions; yet he proposes that this is a 
strength rather than a weakness of humanity, even suggesting that "national" 
diversity may in fact serve to strengthen reverence for God. Ultimately, 
Nicholas adopts the view that, given the permanent character of social dif-
ferences, religious concord can be achieved only in a partial and muted fash-
ion—"one religion in a variety of rites," to use his now famous phrase.11 De pace 
fidei in effect reverses the principle of Christian universalism by constructing 
a kind of sociology of religious toleration: Because earthly nations can never 
be reduced to a single universal order, many aspects of divergent confessions 
must be respected for the sake of peace. 



Nicholas in the History of Toleration 

To a greater extent than most of the writings examined in the present study, 
Nicholas of Cusa's De pace fidei has already been assured a place in scholarship on 
the history of toleration. According to the conventional interpretation of the work, 
pioneered by Ernst Cassirer in Individuum und Kosmos in der Philosophic der 
Renaissance, Nicholas belongs in a wholly original movement of Christian 
humanism that broke with the medieval past and promoted "truly grand tol-
erance/'12 presaging more modern proponents of toleration such as Jean Bodin.13 
In this vein, De pace fidei has been proclaimed "to be one of the finest and most 
practical treatises on the question of religious tolerance,... free from the typical 
Scholastic provincialism and lack of toleration"14 One ought not to overlook the 
premise built into such readings of De pace fidei: It must be a work 'before its time" 
because the beliefs typical of the Latin Middle Ages were entirely incompatible with 
tolerant attitudes and doctrines. 

The "modernizing" interpretation of De pace fidei has been convincingly challenged 
on a number of counts: For instance, it diminishes the significance of numerous 
medieval precedents for inter-religious dialogue, such as Abelard and Llull 
(Nicholas seems to have known the works of the latter); it ignores the hostility that 
Nicholas expressed toward Islamic religion in his later Cribratio Alkorani and it 
dismisses his dedication to traditional neo-Platonic philosophy.15 In place of the 
view that Nicholas was an early advocate of a modern idea of religious toleration, 
many recent scholars have emphasized that the teachings of De pace fidei extend 
and elaborate his philosophy and theology as well as his ecclesiology.16 In 
particular, attention has been directed to the substance of Nicholas's case for a 
"single easy harmony" between apparently disparate faiths.17 On this account, De 
pace fidei applies the Cusan methods of "concordance" and coincidentia oppositorum 
to the issue of religious conviction, yielding a decidedly Christian unity of belief in 
matters of salvation. Nicholas is thereby shown to retain a concerted universalism in 
his attitude to religion: The primary tenets of Christianity are vindicated over the 
course of the dialogue, and proponents of divergent faiths (including 
polytheism, Judaism, Islam, and Hinduism) are induced to admit the superior 
wisdom of Christian theology. At best, then, what distinguishes De pace fidei's idea 
of religious pluralism is its irenicism,- violent persecution and coerced 
conversion must be replaced with rational debate and proof as the means for realizing 
the universal truth of Christian doctrine.18 No wonder that scholars who adopt this 
interpretation remark on Nicholas's "optimistic impulse."19 

Recognition of the debt owed by De pace fidei to central elements of 
Nicholas's philosophy, theology, and ecclesiology certainly provides a vital 

corrective to previous, excessively modernizing interpretations of the work. As a 
consequence, however, current scholars have become reluctant to speak of the 
relevance of De pace fidei to the history of toleration. Presumably, they accept the 
same premise as their predecessors, namely, that a defense of tolerance can be 
constructed only on certain distinctively modern grounds.20 To the extent that this 
assumption is flawed, it becomes possible to view De pace fidei as a work issuing 
from characteristically medieval forms of discourse and simultaneously as a 
contribution to the development of tolerant principles in European thought. As with 
other medieval authors, Nicholas is primarily concerned with criticizing the 
premises that gave rise to intolerant actions and attitudes, such as were in 
evidence in the purported bloodshed and repression at Constantinople. He therefore 
sought to explain how differences in matters of religious belief need not result in 
violence and persecution, but could be accorded tolerance. Nicholas's distinctive 
contribution was to connect his critique of intolerance to differences of 
nationality. This fact becomes evident when we step away from the intricacies of 
Nicholas's proposals for concord among the many confessions and consider the 
framework of cultural and political difference in which the treatise proceeds. 

Principles of Nationality 

De pace fidei purports to recount a vision experienced by Nicholas himself—an 
answer to his prayer for the peaceful resolution to the bloodshed accompanying 
the Turkish sack of Constantinople—in which God determines to hold a conclave 
of wise men for the purpose of achieving universal agreement about matters of 
faith. The body of the work is an account of a dialogue between representatives 
(although Nicholas does not use that term) of the world religions and spokesmen 
for Heaven (including Peter, Paul, and the Word). Scholarship has seldom 
commented on one of the most intriguing features of the dramatic structure of De 
pace fidei: The wise men are usually identified not as members of particular 
confessions, but by their cultural, ethnic, or political heritage. God calls together 
delegates from "the individual provinces and sects of the world,"21 and in the 
course of the discussion we are introduced to a Greek, an Italian, an Arab, an 
Indian, a Chaldean, a Jew, a Scythian, a Frenchman, a Persian, a Syrian, a 
Spaniard, a Turk, a German, a Tartar, an Armenian, a Bohemian, and an 
Englishman. The fact that these characters are designated primarily by national or 
sociocultural identities distinguishes De pace fidei from other medieval (and 
indeed early modern) inter-religious dia- 



logues, where the participants are generally named according to or are directly 
associated with their specific doctrinal viewpoints. 

What is the significance of Nicholas's unique designation of his dramatis 
personae? Throughout De pace fidei, this dramatic structure permits him to filter 
issues of religious difference through the lens of disparate "nations." 
Nationalism and the bases of national identities remained emergent and fluid 
concepts in the mid-fifteenth century.22 At times, Nicholas employs the term natio 
to describe an entire religion or faith, as when the Tartar states that "the Jews say they 
have [God's] commandments through Moses, the Arabs through Mohammed, the 
Christians through Jesus, and the other nations perhaps venerate their own prophets 
by whose hands they claim to have received the divine commandments."23 Yet on 
numerous occasions, De pace fidei distinguishes a religion as practiced by given 
nations and populations—among Christians as well as non-Christians—from the 
religion itself, acknowledging the impact of local conditions and institutions in the 
manner of the scholastic discussions of national difference with which he was 
surely familiar. Thus, for instance, the Greek comments, "A faith other than that 
which a nation has defended with its very blood will, it seems to us, be accepted 
with difficulty."24 Likewise, when speaking of the Eucharist, the Bohemian 
remarks, "It is not easy to believe that other nations which do not have the custom 
of sacrificing in this way will accept this way of doing things."25 Certainly, natio 
lacked some of the precision in Nicholas's language that it tends to enjoy in 
modern, state-oriented discourse.26 Nonetheless, he ordinarily imputes to natio a 
sociopolitical dimension quite distinct from a unified religious conviction that 
binds people of diverse heritages, on the order of the Rcspublica Christiana. 

Nicholas's appeal to nationality in a political and cultural sense derives, in turn, 
from his adaptation and amplification of the scholastic thesis that earthly human life 
is inherently and inescapably diverse. This principle is explicitly defended from 
the beginning of De pace fidei on two grounds, which I shall call "historicity" and 
"inequality." Nicholas prefaces his explanation of the origins of religious difference 
by asserting: "A great multitude cannot exist without considerable diversity, and 
almost everyone is forced to lead a life burdened with sorrows and full of miseries 
and to live under servile subjection to rulers who lord over them."27 This statement, 
I think, contains the key to Nicholas's unique approach to toleration. The first part 
refers to the circumstances of human culture ("historicity"), the second to the 
nature of earthly political life ("inequality"). 

Nicholas acknowledges, in the first place, that human cultures necessarily 
diverge according to time and place. As he remarks elsewhere in De pace fidei, 

"In the sensible world nothing remains stable and, because of time, opinions and 
conjectures as well as languages and interpretations vary as things transitory."28 
Although Nicholas consistently maintains that there is only a single ultimate truth 
in central religious doctrines, he is aware that understandings of that truth are bound to 
change and diverge because of the fragility of human intelligence and the particular 
patterns of cultural practice. Thus, for instance, "difference in the manner of speech" 
produces distinctive confessions and rites, even if the true meaning that each 
religion intends to convey is identical.29 Religious rites, Nicholas says, "have 
been instituted and received as sensible signs of the truth of faith. But signs are 
subject to change; not however that which is signified."30 This is perhaps best 
illustrated by an intriguing passage of De pace fidei in which Peter explains to the 
German that certain sections of the Quran that seem offensive to European 
Christians must not be taken literally: "It says in the Qur'an that beautiful black 
maidens with very large white eyes are found [in Paradise]; no German in this world, 
even if given to the vices of the flesh, would desire them. Hence, it is necessary 
that these things be understood allegorically (similitudinaliter)."31 Differing 
cultural and linguistic contexts demand the expression of the same idea—in this 
case, the desirability of the afterlife—according to usages and expectations 
appropriate to their specific conditions. Nicholas appears to regard such historical 
particularity as unavoidable. He thereby implicitly rejects the possibility of a 
universal human language and culture through which religious truths might be 
unambiguously expressed. At best, De pace fidei advocates the translation of 
ultimate truth into terms comprehensible to diverse peoples and strives to 
demonstrate how this may occur. 

Inequality, especially between the wise leaders and the ignorant masses 
(rudes), forms the other cornerstone of human diversity. As Nicholas observes, 
"Only a few have enough leisure that they can proceed to a knowledge of 
themselves using their own free choice. For [most people] are distracted by 
many bodily cares and duties; and so they are not able to seek you, who are a 
hidden God."32 This principle of the inequality of human condition is a theme that 
runs throughout Nicholas's writings. In De concordantia catholica, written a decade 
before De pace fidei, he declared, "Almighty God has assigned a certain natural 
servility to the ignorant and the stupid, so that they readily trust the wise to help 
them preserve themselves. . . . The ignorant could not govern themselves and so 
become servile to the wise out of necessity."33 Although Nicholas admits a certain 
basic equality of human intelligence and choice,34 he insists that these faculties are 
insufficient to permit most people to rule their own lives without the guidance of 
individuals of superior wisdom. This con- 



stitutes for him the origin of both political jurisdiction and religious rite. 
Speaking directly to God, he says: "You appointed for your people different 
kings and seers, who are called prophets; in carrying out the responsibility 
of your mission many of them have instituted worship and laws in your name 
and taught the ignorant (rudum). . . . You sent to the different nations different 
prophets and teachers, some at one time and others at another."35 Political and 
ecclesiastical institutions ought therefore to be viewed as divinely inspired 
remedies for the incapacities of human nature. Human beings for the most part 
require guidance to attain their earthly survival, let alone their salvation; the 
daily burdens of life demand acquiescence to the wise in matters of the pub-
lic welfare, just for the sake of the ignorant themselves.36 This entails that par-
ticular practices and rituals are imposed on the masses, a fact that accounts for 
the many systems of government and worship that have emerged throughout 
the world. 

Indeed, the division between the wise and the ignorant shapes the whole 
course of De pace fidei. Recall that the heavenly conclave contains a cross-national 
selection of the Vise," who are in turn charged with taking the results of the 
assembly back to their various peoples and leading them to concord.37 Various 
speakers express concern, however, that what can perhaps be understood by wise 
individuals is beyond the reach of the multitude. As the Chaldean comments, 
"Even if the wise people could somewhat grasp these things, nevertheless they 
would exceed the common people."38 Likewise, Nicholas traces many of the 
metaphorical characteristics of the Quran to its reluctance "to state to the igno-
rant people (rudi populum) other more hidden matters but only those matters that 
seem happier according to the sense, lest the people, who do not relish spiritual 
things, would disparage its promises."39 As in the instance of historicity, Nicholas 
appears to regard inequality as an essential feature of the human condition on 
earth. As feeble and encumbered human beings, we require wise rulers who 
establish and interpret law (human as well as divine) for our particular benefit to 
guide us toward our temporal and eternal goals. For this wise leadership to be 
effective, Nicholas takes for granted that it must be localized, thus contributing 
to the patchwork of national identities. 

Diversity and Religious Conflict 

The two pillars of natio are the prime supports of the religious conflicts and 
persecution that Nicholas abhors. Having explained the intractable character 

of historicity and inequality in his opening plea to God, he admits, "Yet the 
way it is with the earthly human condition, a long-standing custom that is 
taken as having become nature is defended as truth. Thus, not insignificant 
dissensions occur when each community (communitas) prefers its faith to 
another."40 Religion in this sociocultural sense is regarded as a purely con-
ventional phenomenon, flowing from the traditions and rituals that have 
accrued in a society as the result of contingent historical usage and the require-
ments of inequality. Inasmuch as these forms of worship become a kind of "sec-
ond nature" among established political and cultural units, nations are unwilling 
to change or alter them and indeed will go to war and die to preserve them. 
Later in De pace fidei, the Tartar (who presents himself as an outsider to these 
disputes) remarks, "I do not grasp how there could be a unity in these matters 
which vary also according to place and time; and unless it occurs, persecution 
will not end. For diversity gives birth to division and to hostility, hatred, and 
warfare."41 This, then, frames the salient dilemma of De pace fidei: how to achieve 
agreement about true doctrine without submerging cultural and political dif-
ferences that arise ineluctably from the human condition. Nicholas's concord 
must be of a very special sort—not the unbridled universalismof the Respublica 
Christiana, but a unity attuned to distinctions of natio that ought not to be, and 
at any rate cannot be, eradicated. 

In matters at the core of Christian faith, of course, Nicholas is unwaver-
ing in his observance of orthodoxy De pace fidei thus insists on absolute accep-
tance of Latin Christian teachings on monotheism, idolatry, the Trinity, and 
so forth. Once the reasonableness of these doctrines is demonstrated to wise 
men of other faiths, Nicholas believes, they will naturally and uncontentiously 
embrace them.42 There is still wide latitude in matters of "rite," that is, the 
socially conditioned practices that distinguish worship among different faiths. 
Nicholas counts circumcision, baptism, marriage, the Eucharist, and other 
Christian sacraments among such rites.43 In his view, once faith as the chief 
source of salvation "is acknowledged, the variety of rites will not be a cause of 
turbulence."44 Rather, he avers that "it is very often necessary to condescend 
to human weakness if it does not offend against eternal salvation. For to seek 
conformity in all things is rather to disturb the peace."45 Consequently, 
Nicholas allows that the sacrament of the Eucharist is unnecessary for the sal-
vation of the "rudes."46 

This is not to suggest that he does not express a preference for Christian 
rites in cases where conformity can be achieved. As Paul responds to the 
Tartar's concerns about circumcision: 



How peace could be preserved among the faithful if some are cir-
cumcised and others are not is a major question. Hence, because the 
larger part of the world is uncircumcised and circumcision is not nec-
essary [for salvation], I consider it fitting that in order to preserve peace 
the smaller part should conform to the larger, with whom they are 
united in faith. But if on account of peace the larger part should con-
form to the smaller and accept circumcision, it ought to be done vol-
untarily so that peace thus might be established by mutual 
interchanges. For if in the cause of peace other nations accept faith 
from Christians and the Christians circumcision from them, peace 
would be better made and strengthened.47 

Yet Nicholas is by no means sanguine that such "mutual interchanges" will 
occur. Instead, he admits that, given the demands of natio, respect for a "vari-
ety of rites" is more likely to produce the elimination of cross-cultural conflict: 
"Still I think that the practice of this [conformity regarding circumcision] 
would be difficult. Therefore, it should suffice that peace be established in faith 
and in the law of love and that such rites be thereafter tolerated (tolerando)."48 

It would be mistaken to view this as mere pragmatism on Nicholas's part, in 
light of the ineliminable foundations of natio that we have previously exam-
ined. Rather, toleration of diverse rites is elevated by him to the status of a 
principle as a result of the processes associated with human historicity and 
inequality: "Where no conformity in manner (modo) can be found, nations 
should be permitted their own devotional practices and ceremonies."49 To compel 
agreement in rites when no convergence is possible is to impose a false res-
olution on the earthly human predicament. Given the clear intractability that 
Nicholas imputes to differences among nations, any approach short of toler-
ance is not only unrealistic and counterproductive, it violates the plan that 
God Himself has prescribed for human existence. 

Of course, it may well be objected that toleration for cultural and politi-
cal diversity as proposed by De pace fidei is still wholly negative in character, 
advocated only to further the goal of maintaining peace among human nations. 
But Nicholas in fact finds virtue in the necessity of religious diversity. A vari-
ation of rites according to the differences among nations is capable of pro-
moting worship, he holds, by permitting a creative competition among the 
peoples of the world. Nicholas tentatively suggests this possibility near the 
beginning of De pace fidei: "Perhaps the difference of rites cannot be removed 
or it is not expedient to do so in order that diversity may contribute to devo-
tion, as when any region expends more attentive effort in performing its cer- 

emonies as if they would become more pleasing to you, the King."50 If human 
beings worship in a manner appropriate to their national traditions and cus-
toms, that is, they will take pride in their confession and will be more inclined 
to praise and serve God. Nicholas thus approaches the equation of local reli-
gious ritual with national self-awareness; a people acknowledges itself to be 
such through the practice of its own distinctive forms of worship. He returns 
to this point at the close of De pace fidei, when Paul proclaims: "A certain diver-
sity will perhaps even increase devotion when each nation will strive to make 
its own rite more splendid through zeal and diligence in order thus to surpass 
another and so to obtain greater merit with God and praise in the world."51 

Note that the purpose of a variation of rites is not simply religious in char-
acter; it redounds to the earthly glory and reputation of nations. Nicholas con-
veys a vision of a tolerant internationalism in which national differences in 
worship are treated not as sources of hostility but as the basis for the mutual 
recognition of dignity and respect among nations. Of course, Nicholas stip-
ulates that the possibility of achieving such a vision requires prior agreement 
on the essential matters of faith that he discusses in De pace fidei—unity pre-
cedes diversity. But this still leaves considerable leeway for human beings to 
organize their everyday religious activities as suits the conventions of vari-
ous nations, without fear that their peace will be disturbed or their forms of 
worship persecuted. Inasmuch as Paul's comments about the positive aspects 
of diverse rites are the final words spoken among the participants in the heav-
enly assembly, they may be accorded particular force as a statement of 
Nicholas's belief in the potentially positive value implicit in a policy of sys-
tematic toleration between nations. 

Conclusion 

Certainly, it is evident that De pace fidei is not a work de tolerantia in the mod-
ern sense that an earlier generation of scholars proposed. Nicholas makes no 
room for individual rights or liberty of conscience, as later thinkers would. 
Rather, his account of toleration is constructed in a framework of what may 
be termed "group rights" typical of the Latin Middle Ages.52 But this fact ought 
not to detract from the importance of De pace fidei's contribution to the discourse 
of toleration that ran through medieval Europe. Indeed, Nicholas's attempt to 
challenge religious intolerance on the basis of natio represents a wholly real-
istic recognition of the emerging self-consciousness of medieval people about 



the pronounced differences in political and cultural "ways of life" that existed 
in Europe as well as on a more global scale. It is not so much "optimism" as 
accommodation to thoroughly ingrained forms of group identity that lies 
behind his call for "one religion in a variety of rites." The medieval ideal of the 
Respublica Christiana is at least tacitly shown to be unworkable in its traditional 
formulation.53 In place of this ideal comes a recognition that the unity of faith 
is not undermined—in fact, may be enhanced—by the multiplicity of national 
practices and identities. 

In some ways, then, the path to toleration pioneered by De pace fidei has sur-
prising resonance at the end of the twentieth century. In recent years, the char-
acteristic modern defense of tolerance, couched in terms of the personal liberty 
to think and act with reference to individual judgment alone, has proved 
increasingly untenable and irrelevant. Conflicts over group rights—religious, 
cultural, ethnic, national—have taken center stage in both the Western and 
non-Western worlds, while modern conceptions of autonomous human agency 
and the unencumbered self have been challenged by a wide range of philoso-
phies, from neo-Aristotelianism to poststructuralism and feminism. Nicholas 
of Cusa's work sets the stage for many of these developments, inasmuch as De 
pace fidei addresses the preconditions and consequences of an important form 
of group identity.54 Perhaps most significantly, Nicholas argues that natio— 
which may be understood broadly, rather than merely equated with the nation-
state—is a constitutive part of human experience. Humanity ought not to be 
treated simply at the level of an amalgamation of individuals, for the iden-
tity of persons rests heavily on their "nationality." This view forms precisely 
the basis for his underlying critique of the universalistic Respublica Christiana: 
The human condition rests as much on essential differences as on a single iden-
tity, whether that identity is constituted by religious faith or by naturalistic 
distinctiveness. If the necessity of such communal diversity is not admitted and 
addressed—if, in other words, we cling to a belief in universal human simili-
tude alone—the result will be conflict, persecution, and oppression, in sum, 
unending warfare, arising from the presumption that the identity of one group 
equates to the identity of all peoples. By contrast, Nicholas teaches that accep-
tance of the impossibility of eliminating group difference can lead to tolerant 
attitudes. The participants in the assembly imagined in De pace fidei come to 
recognize that their particular paths to their goal—the true God and the true 
faith—are in most cases equally worthy of respect and forbearance. 

Of course, Nicholas is no relativist. He presumes, as we have seen, the exis-
tence of pre-existing universal verities. Yet even if we do not accept his 
Christian account of truth, the principle that rests behind his lesson—that 

knowledge of truth provides an insufficient justification for conflict and per-
secution—remains compelling. Nicholas resisted the uncritical equation of 
religious truth with oppression of difference. There is more to his position than 
an abhorrence of violence and a preference for irenic solutions, however. De 
pace fidei seeks to expose the misguided premises that have appeared to warrant 
the commission of atrocities such as those that reportedly occurred at 
Constantinople (and are certainly perpetrated even today). Once we come to 
terms, as Nicholas does, with the realization that divergent expressions of natio 
form a salient feature of human life, we may begin to articulate and negoti-
ate principles of toleration that conform to patterns of difference. In the 
absence of such recognition, Nicholas of Cusa knew, the practice of tolerance 
itself could never be achieved as anything more than a temporary cease-fire in 
the midst of a perpetual war. The historical record of recent times—from 
Europe to Africa, Asia, and the Americas—seems to validate his conclusion. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































